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On behalf of St Louis Aged Care, URPS is pleased to provide the attached submission on Phase 3 of the Planning and
Design Code.
Within South Australia, St Louis Aged care has a number of sites within areas affected by the draft Planning and
Design Code for Phase Three.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any queries about the matters raised in the attached submission.
David Bills
Associate Director
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Ref: 2020-0068

26 February 2020
Anita Allen
Manager Planning Reform
Department of Planning Transport and Infrastructure
50 Flinders Street
ADELAIDE SA 5000
By email: dpti.planningreformsubmissions@sa.gov.au

Suite 12
154 Fullarton Road
ROSE PARK SA 5067
08 8333 7999
www.urps.com.au
ABN 55 640 546 010

Dear Anita,

St Louis Aged Care Submission – Planning and Design Code.
Introduction
We make this submission on behalf of St Louis Aged Care, and in particular regarding its affected sites at:
•

17-27 Foster Street, Parkside

•

20 The Esplanade, Victor Harbor

•

11 Dudley Road, Marryatville.

The following figures depict the location of these sites.

Site 1: Parkside
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Site 2: Victor Harbor

Site 3: Marryatville
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About St Louis Aged Care
St Louis has provided individualised aged care services in Adelaide for over 70 years since 1946. Its aged
care services include a boutique nursing home in Parkside, with independent living units next door, and
home care support services delivered to people in the comfort of their own homes.
St Louis has recently established an aged care facility at Victor Harbor. Adopting the world-renowned
Montessori approach, St Louis On Sea provides its residents with access to 24-hour personalised care while
promoting independence and participation. St Louis provides a supportive, empowering and flexible
environment for people requiring aged care, as well as people living with dementia or other health
challenges.

Definitions
The term Supported Accommodation under the Planning and Design Code means premises in which
residential accommodation is provided to persons requiring/together with regular medical and/or personal
care assistance.
Retirement Facility is defined to mean a facility operating under the regulatory framework of the
Retirement Villages Act 2016.
These definitions are appropriate and suitably defines the range of accommodation provided by St Louis
Aged Care.

Parkside Sites – Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
St Louis’ Parkside sites are proposed to be located in the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
Within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone the Planning and Design Code is silent on supported
accommodation as a land use. It is neither restricted nor is it specifically envisaged.
DTS 1.1 envisages that development will comprises one or more of the following land uses:
•

Community facility

•

Dwelling

•

Educational establishment

•

Office

•

Pre-school

•

Recreation area

•

Shop

Notably the General Neighbourhood Zone specifically includes both retirement facilities and supported
accommodation as specifically envisaged uses.
Within Table 3 - Applicable Policies for Performance Assessed Development for the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone both supported accommodation and retirement facility are listed, however the
absence of these land uses in the list of envisaged development should be amended.
The proposed zoning would be significantly improved if supported accommodation was explicitly envisaged.
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Victor Harbor Site – Urban Activity Zone
Similar to the Parkside sites, supported accommodation and retirement facilities are neither envisaged nor
restricted.
Dwellings developed in conjunction with non-residential uses to support business, entertainment and
recreational activities and contribute to making streets and pedestrian thoroughfares pleasant and lively
places are envisaged.
Dwellings, Residential Flat Buildings, Hospitals and Hotels are all identified in Table 3 – Applicable Policies
for Performance Assessed Development.
Both supported accommodation and retirement facilities are akin to a number of these envisaged uses and
are considered to be a desirable land use that can assist in delivering inclusive and lively places.
Moreover, St Louis currently operate a supported accommodation facility within the proposed Urban
Activity Zone and the proposed new zoning should acknowledge and include existing approved uses.
The proposed Urban Activity Zone must be amended to explicitly envisage supported accommodation and
retirement facilities.

Marryatville Site – Suburban Neighbourhood Zone
The proposed zoning for the Marryatville site is the same as the Parkside sites. The comments made
regarding supported accommodation and retirement facilities are also applicable to this site.
Currently, St Louis operates and administers its home care services from an existing office on the site.
St Louis Aged Care seeks an amendment to the stated floor areas within this zone for office uses to be
expanded for existing uses in recognition of its existing and lawfully operating use.
Zone PO1.5 makes some concession and states:
Non-residential development located and designed to improve community accessibility to services,
primarily in the form of:
(a) commercial uses including small scale offices, personal and domestic services and consulting
rooms;
(b) community services such as educational establishments, community centres, places of worship,
pre-schools, childcare and other health and welfare services;
(c) services and facilities ancillary to the function or operation of supported accommodation or
retirement facilities;
(d) open space and recreation facilities.
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Notwithstanding this, the proposed restrictions on floor area still apply to these envisaged uses at a size
that is neither sustainable nor practical. Provided that the proposed use is consistent with envisaged
development, manages and/or limits its offsite impacts and remains compatible with the low-density
suburban character and amenity, the floor size of the development is simply an unnecessary restriction that
should be removed.

Conclusions
We are of the view that the proposed new zoning fails to provide an appropriate policy framework that
promotes the inclusion of supported accommodation, retirement facilities and services and facilities
ancillary to the function or operation of supported accommodation or retirement facilities. Within the
context of Adelaide’s rapidly ageing demographics, these are all extremely important and desirable land
uses than enable the community to age in place and stay within their existing communities.
In summary we recommend:
•

Supported accommodation and retirement facilities be added to the list of specifically envisaged
development within the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone to be consistent with the General
Neighbourhood Zone and create an unambiguous connection to Table 3 - Applicable Policies for
Performance Assessed Development.

•

The proposed Urban Activity Zone must be amended to explicitly envisage supported accommodation
and retirement facilities.

•

Consulting rooms and offices should not have a floor area cap be listed in Deemed-to-Satisfy (DTS)
/DFP 1.3 and 1.4 of the Suburban Neighbourhood Zone for services and facilities ancillary to the
function or operation of supported accommodation or retirement facilities.

We would appreciate the opportunity to discuss this matter with you to explore the possibilities of
accommodating these needs in a more appropriate manner.
Yours sincerely

David Bills, RPIA
Associate Director
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